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Neutron reflectivity studies of critical adsorption: The correspondence between a critical
adsorption profile and specular neutron reflection
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For interfacial order parameter profiles which decay asAz2m, such as the composition profile of the
noncritical interface of a binary liquid mixture at a critical end point, there is a reported one-to-one correspon-
dence between the profile and the reflectivity which can be described by an analytical theory@S. Dietrich and
R. Schack, Phys. Rev. Lett.58, 140 ~1987!#. Evidence form50.5360.02 for adsorption at the hydrophilic
silicon/liquid surface of the mixture~2-butoxyethanol1deuterium oxide! near its lower critical end point,
determined from neutron reflectivity measurements, is presented. This value is in good agreement with the
theoretical prediction ofm50.51660.004. Further examination of the data permits the determination of the
asymptotic surface enrichment scaling factor amplitudeP0'0.11, which is not in agreement with the theoret-
ical valueP050.9460.05 and values determined by other experimental methods.@S1063-651X~99!01704-3#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.2m, 61.12.Ex
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At the critical end point~CEP! of a binary liquid mixture,
two liquid phases merge identity to form a single phase
the presence of a spectator~noncritical! phase which does
not participate directly in the phase transition. This specta
phase can be, for example, the vapor, a solid container w
or a completely immiscible liquid phase. Consideration
the Gibbs adsorption equation along paths of either cons
temperature or constant composition shows that, accor
to scaling arguments, as the CEP is approached the rel
adsorption of component 2 with respect to component
G21, diverges@1#. Such an effect is the critical adsorptio
predicted by Fisher and de Gennes@2#. Further than predict-
ing a large excess of one component at the noncritical in
face, Fisher and de Gennes conjectured a universal exp
sion for the order parameter profile

m~z!5m0tbP~x!. ~1!

Herem(z)5f(z)2f is the order parameter at a positionz,
wherez is the coordinate normal to the interface,f is the
bulk mixture composition, andf(z) is the local composition
at positionz. The quantitym0 is the amplitude of the bulk
solution order parameter in the two-liquid phase regi
which behaves asDf5m0tb, and x5z/j, where j is the
correlation length of the composition fluctuations in the bu
fluid which behaves asj5j0t2v, wherej0 is the correlation
length amplitude,n50.63, b50.326, andt5uT2Tcu/Tc is
the scaled reduced temperature, whereTc is the critical tem-
perature. The quantityP(x) is the surface-enrichment sca
ing function which scales the bulk order parameter and p
sesses the following asymptotic limits:
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P~x!5P0x2b/n for x→0: power law decay, ~2a!

P~x!5P` exp~2x! for x→`: exponential tail. ~2b!

P0 andP` are universal constants whose magnitudes dep
only on whether the mixture is in one or two phases. T
critical adsorption profile has provoked much experimen
work—mostly by ellipsometric@3# or optical reflectivity
methods, but also more recently using neutron reflectom
@4,5#—and the major aims have been to confirm the univ
sal aspects, i.e., the values ofP0 , P` , and m5b/n. Al-
though Liu and Fisher@6# provided modelP(x) profiles for
the analysis of the optical data, Smithet al. @3# presented the
most testing data analyses for determining these quant
using a method free from the imposition of fixed mode
They evaluated universal integrals, and compared the res
obtained from ellipsometric measurements with results fr
renormalization group calculations and Monte Carlo simu
tions. As Smithet al.pointed out, neutron reflectivity experi
ments offer a more stringent test of Eq.~2a! than optical
experiments can offer, but only recently were the first expe
mental tests of critical adsorption performed using neut
reflectometry. Zhaoet al.presented some results of a neutr
reflectivity study of a critical adsorption profile for the mix
ture methanol plus deuterated cyclohexane, and convincin
demonstrated the existence of the power-law part of the p
file @4#.

The neutron scattering length densityNb of a medium is
directly proportional to the potential which a neutron exp
riences while propagating through that medium, and is s
ply related to the neutron refractive indexn'1
2(L2/2p)Nb. HereL is the neutron wavelength,N is the
number density of the nuclei, andb is the averaged coheren
neutron scattering length per nucleus. For the mixture cho
by Zhao et al., the expectedNb increases with increasing
distancez through the interface toward the bulk liquid. Wit
such anNb versusz behavior, if the interfacial profile corre

es,
5577 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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5578 PRE 59JONATHAN R. HOWSEet al.
sponds to the power law part of the critical adsorption pro
@Eq. ~2a!#, the reflectivity should exhibit a discontinuity nea
the total reflection edge~TRE! @7#. Indeed the data of Zhao
et al. clearly show the expected discontinuity in the refle
tivity near the TRE at a temperature very close to the criti
temperatureTc . At temperatures removed fromTc no dis-
continuity is apparent, indicating that the order parame
profile no longer has a dominatingAz2m dependence. Fur
ther analysis determined a value form5b/n50.5560.05,
by assuming P051.0 ~theory: P050.9460.05!, but it is
stated that a value ofm50.7460.05 could also represent th
reflectivity measurements ifP050.34 is chosen. The forme
choice offers excellent agreement with theory, but is reli
on a chosen value ofP0 . Apart from that work an indepen
dent determination of the value of them exponent was made
by Zalczer@8#, who analyzed the optical data of Beysens a
Leibler obtained from a guided-wave experiment@9#. From
this numerical study a value ofm in the range 0.3,m,0.6
provides a satisfactory fit to the data. The drawback w
these methods is that the value ofm cannot be determined
unambiguously.

However, over a decade ago Dietrich and Schack~DS!
@10,11# presented a theorem which allowed a determinat
of the exponentm in a unique manner from reflectivity mea
surements. Their theory is general, and applies to any o
parameter profile which decays asAz2m. Such profiles in-
clude polymer adsorption at interfaces, for whichm51.3
@12,13#. The DS theorem applies to the converse case of
Zhao et al. experiment, i.e.,Nb decreases with increasin
distancez through the interface. In this instance the refle
tivity should show no discontinuity near the TRE, but if th
reflectivity is represented graphically in an appropriate m
ner a linear dependence should be yielded for a unique v
of m. In this case both the value of the exponentm and the
amplitudeA of the critical adsorption profile near a CEP
which can be directly related toP0 , can be determined un
ambiguously. Zhaoet al.pointed out that, in principle, this is
a better approach to determiningm andP0 . The aim of this
paper is to provide a complementary report to that of Zh
et al. on the choice of exponentm, which is directly—and
uniquely—determined from neutron reflectivity measu
ments.

In the context of this paper it is not necessary to reco
the DS theory in detail. Instead we will provide a record
the necessary stages in the analysis of the experimental
and outline any assumptions made on our part. Consider
trons with wavelengthL incident from a mediumi ~with
potentialṼi! which are reflected at the mediumi-mediumb

~with potential Ṽb! interface with a grazing angle of inci
dence a. The potential Ṽm of a medium m is Ṽm
5(h2/2pmn)Nb wheremn is the mass of the neutron,h is
Planck’s constant, andNb the scattering length density of th
mediumm. With a knowledge of theṼm and the position of
the critical angle of total external reflectionac , which is
measured experimentally or can be calculated using Sn
law, the incidence energyẼ is determined and the neutro
wave eigenvalueE is calculated via

ac5arcsin@~Ṽb2Ṽi !/~Ẽ2Ṽi !#
1/2, ~3a!
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E5
8p2mn

h2 ~Ẽ2Ṽi !~sin2 a2sin2 ac!. ~3b!

The eigenvalueE is a rescaled and redimensioned wave v
tor transferQ (Q54p sina/L) which is zero ata5ac . Ac-
cording to the DS theory, the value ofm is determined by
plotting a graph ofy5 ln@12R(E)# versusx5E1/221/m, where
R(E) is the reflectivity at a givenE. The value ofm is varied
until a valuem5m8 produces a straight line asx→`, i.e., as
E→0 or Q→Qc ~for Q.Qc , where Qc5Q(ac)!. This
should occur, according to theory, form850.51660.004.

The Dietrich and Schack theorem is strictly limited to
region ofE space close to the TRE. The useful data are t
limited to a windowE2,E,E1 , where the values ofE1

and E2 depend on several factors. The upper-bound va
E1 is governed by two factors. The first is the point at whi
the experimental situation deviates considerably from
asymptotic behavior predicted by the theory. The seco
consideration is the true power law behavior of the ord
parameter profile, since theAz2m term is the leading term o
a series expansion, and higher orders may become prom
at larger E. The limiting lower-bound valueE2 is deter-
mined by the finite temperature resolution, and the expon
tial contribution to the critical adsorption profile. In reality
this effect is likely to be masked by the real instrumen
resolution near the TRE, although the experimental temp
ture resolution will also contribute.

Reflectivity measurements were performed on the V6
flectometer at the BERII reactor at the Hahn-Meitne
Institut, Berlin, Germany. A horizontal beam of monochr
matic neutrons with wavelengthL54.66 Å ~63%! are
incident at the hydrophilic silicon/liquid-mixture interface
The polished surface of the silicon block~Holm Silicium-
bearbeitung! was rendered hydrophilic by the RCA cleanin
method@14#. The silicon block was then sealed using a Vito
O-ring to a clean polytetrafluoroethylene trough furnish
with filling holes and tubes. This unit was then sandwich
between two aluminium blocks thermostated by circulat
water from a HAAKE Thermostat F6-C25 circulating bat
A bubble-free liquid sample was introduced into the sam
cavity through the filling holes. The aluminum sections we
designed so that the thermal mass and area of thermal co
were maximized while maintaining a cell suitable for refle
tometry. The cell is similar to that described by Russell@15#.

Alignment of the cell was achieved by performing a ser
of rocking scans and table height scans. The neutrons
transmitted through the silicon block and reflected from
silicon/liquid interface. The sample temperature was mo
tored using a platinum resistance thermometer inserted in
underside of the polytetrafluoroethylene trough section of
cell. The temperature control and homogeneity were be
than 60.1 K. After each temperature change a short equ
bration time was allowed before checking the alignment
the cell. In all cases there was no drift in alignment beyo
the realms of the accepted experimental error. T
2-butoxyethanol (C4E1) was purchased from Aldrich, an
the D2O from Eurisotop isotopes. The liquid mixture wa
prepared by mass, and was introduced as a single phase
the sample chamber. The mass fraction composition of
sample wasw(C4E1)50.27 @16#, and the measured critica
temperature wasTc541.95 °C. The phase volumes aft
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separation were almost identical, and the sample was
turbid prior to separation. Reflectivity spectra were measu
from the silicon/D2O interface at 20 °C, and from the silicon
liquid mixture interface at several temperatures in the o
phase region (T,Tc541.95 °C)—24.90, 39.18, 39.90
40.11, 40.86, 41.36, 41.70, 41.82, and 43.99 °C~two-phase
region!. Finally, the silicon surface was rinsed with distille
water and the reflectivity of the silicon/air interface was me
sured at 20 °C. Before applying the DS analysis, only d
with R,0.1 were chosen. This is partly to remove the eff
of instrumental resolution—which rounds off the critic
edge—and partly to introduce theE2 cutoff. Instrumental
resolution alone would suggest that the cutoff be made
R50.3; however, the empirical choice ofR50.1 appears
also to remove the effects arising from temperature res
tion.

In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the DS fitting for the silicon/a
and silicon/D2O ~control runs! interfaces, assuming a slowl
decaying profile withm50.52. Clearly, this is not the case
since there is no linear relationship asx→`. Furthermore,

FIG. 1. Dietrich-Schack~DS! plot for the Si/air interface with
m50.52. This shows that there is no power law decay withm
50.52 in our control experiment.

FIG. 2. DS plot for the Si/D2O interface withm50.52. This
shows that there is no power law decay withm552 in our control
experiment.
ry
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the data for the liquid mixture at 24.90 °C also do not pr
duce a straight line form50.52, as shown in Fig. 3. How
ever, at temperatures closer toTc ~Fig. 4! a linear relation-
ship is obeyed with the exponentm50.52 being satisfactory
In Fig. 5 we examine how well the exponentsm50.34, 0.52,
and 0.70 represent the data atT541.82 °C. In Fig. 6 we
show how the ‘‘goodness of fit’’~product moment correla
tion coefficient! of the straight line varies as a function ofm
for these data and for the data atT524.90 °C by plotting the
correlation coefficients versusm. The available data indicate
an optimum valuem50.5360.02.

If the data over the experimental temperature range
fitted with a value ofm50.52 and the correlation coefficien
plotted as a function of the reduced temperature, as show
Fig. 7, then it is interesting to note how dominant the pow
law part of the critical adsorption profile is even 2–3 K aw
from Tc .

In principle, a further straightforward stage in the analy
is the evaluation of the universal constantP0 . Dietrich and
Schack considered potentials with the asymptotic limitV(z

FIG. 3. DS plot for the Si/liquid mixture interface at 24.90 °
with m50.52, showing that there is no pronounced power law
cay. ~The dotted curve is a guide to the eye.!

FIG. 4. DS plot for the Si/liquid mixture interface atT
541.82 °C, clearly indicating the adherence of the data to a stra
line for m50.52, in agreement with theory. The dotted line is a
linear fit to the data.
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5580 PRE 59JONATHAN R. HOWSEet al.
→`)5lz2m, where V(z)5(8pmn /h2)@Ṽm(z)2Ṽb#. The
parameterl can be derived from the gradientdy/dx of the
straight line plotted earlier through l
5u(dy/dx)/@2I (m)#um. I (m) is a universal function given
for the case of interest here by

I ~m!5 (
n50

`

cn$@11m~n21/2!#n! %21, ~4!

wherecn52G(n21/2)(2p1/2), andG is the gamma function
is then calculated from the relationship

P05
l

~4pj0
mm08!

. ~5!

In Eq. ~5! m08 is related to them0 defined earlier, and is the
amplitude of the bulk solution order parameter written
terms of the scattering length densities of the two coexis
phases. Although it is preferable to measure the amplitu

FIG. 6. r ~correlation coefficient! as a function ofm for T
524.90 and 41.82 °C.

FIG. 5. DS plot showing the evolution of the straight line show
in Fig. 4 for a selection ofm values. The horizontal scales form
50.34, 0.52, and 0.70 are 0→8310237, 0→3.15310221, and
0→1.85310214, respectively. The dotted line is a linear fit to th
datam50.52.
0

g
es

j0 and m08 independently, for the mixture studied here t
values ofj053.90 Å @16# andm0851.1031015m22 @17# are
available from the literature, and we use these values to
timate P0 . Putting these values into Eq.~5! and taking the
optimized value ofm50.53, we calculate a value ofP0

'0.11, which is considerably smaller than the theoreti
value of P050.9460.05. However, despite the determin
tion of l being extremely sensitive to the value ofm chosen,
the calculated value ofP0 is reasonably insensitive tom.
Accordingly, we need to seek an explanation for the discr
ancy between the value ofP0 determined here and the value
determined by other experimentalists and theorists. Flo¨ter
and Dietrich@18# summarized the values ofP0 ~also written
asc1! reported in the literature. It was pointed out by Flo¨ter
and Dietrich that the definition of the correlation leng
needs to be fully taken into account when calculating
amplitudeP0 . However, it is unlikely that this is the sourc
of the discrepancy.

A possible source of error may be assuming that the m
ture is a true binary mixture. In fact, this is not strictly tru
since the system, through ionic dissociation of the wa
contains at least four components. However, the critical s
natures remain unchanged but the coexistence curv
skewed, andTc is not the minimum coexistence temperatu
@17#. The uncertainty in the choice, or indeed definition,
m08 may therefore affect the outcome of the calculation,
though, we believe, to a minor extent. In future experime
it would be worthwhile to investigate simpler binary liqui
mixtures such as the alkane1 perfluoroalkane type.

Before closing this paper, we should mention the rema
ing findings of this study. Principally, we find that the tot
reflection edge advances toward higher angles, and the
flectivity spectrum in its proximity changes shape asT
→Tc ; this advancement is a signature of the critical adso
tion. On the whole, despite the small measurable change
reflectivity near the TRE, the spectra do not change sign
cantly in the region 39.90,T/°C,41.82. However, there is
a measurable change in reflectivity at higherQ between the
spectra at 24.9 and 39.9 °C. There are insufficient spectr
determine whether this is an abrupt transition or whet
there is a smooth change in structure with increasing te

FIG. 7. r ~correlation coefficient! as a function of scaled reduce
temperature. Note that for T524.9 °C @ t5(T2Tc)/Tc5
20.0541#, r 510.981 61~see Fig. 6!.
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perature. The spectra can be analyzed in terms of layer m
els using the traditional optical matrix method. What is cle
from this analysis is that the D2O is preferentially adsorbed
as is borne out by the success of the DS analysis. Wha
unclear, unfortunately, is the nature of the short-range p
file. Either a single-layer model~with a D2O-rich composi-
tion! or oscillatory multilayer models with an unquantifiab
number of layers can be used. However, toward phase s
ration the single layer model becomes increasingly unfav
able @19#. Further work has been proposed which conc
trates on determining the details of this interesting sh
range structure.

In summary, we have been able to provide experime
evidence for the theoretically predicted one-to-one co
spondence between the power-law part of the critical ads
tion profile and the neutron reflectivity for the interface b
tween a near-critical mixture of 2-butoxyethanol1D2O and
silicon. The profile decays asAz2m and the experimentally
determined value ofm50.5360.02 is in excellent agreemen
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with the theoretical valuem50.51660.005. The paramete
A can also be determined for a givenm, and, in turn, the
universal constantP0 can be evaluated. The so-determin
value ofP0'0.11 is not in agreement with the theoretical
predicted (P050.9460.05) or other experimentally deter
mined values. Further work is necessary to reconcile the
crepancy in the value ofP0 .
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